Are your clinical services being accurately represented?

Accurate activity data reporting is critical to ensure you get the recognition you deserve

Constant demands on service delivery are a fact of life – and you’re assessed on your performance.

Yet most medical facilities are failing to adequately capture and report them through deficiencies in Clinical Activity Coding.

Poor activity data can lead to poor business decisions that jeopardise the support you need where it’s needed most.

Health Roundtable Code-Check applies big data and benchmarking expertise to your clinical coding.

It’s astonishingly effective and surprisingly easy to implement.

The poor coding cycle

Reduced coding budget

Code deficiencies

Funding compromised

Astonishingly effective

25% of records typically identified as sub-optimal

Identifies quick wins

Good data secures the support you need where you need it

Complimentary sample analysis. See over ➔
Providing the services isn’t easy. So accurately representing them is critical.

Code-Check, developed by Australia’s leading health industry data specialists, is designed for quick, sustainable, measurable wins.

**Evidence-Based Progressive Commitment**
- Analyses in-patient data across 100 activities per month. Subscribe for one month, build your business case and go from there.

**Bang for Buck Maximisation**
- Identifies 50 ‘Minimum Effort’ episodes – the easy ones to process – and 50 ‘Maximum return’ episodes – the ones with the greatest potential funding value. Your team prioritises them for processing as you see fit.

**Strategic Business Intelligence**
- Robust clinical activity data supports resource allocation business decisions. Poor data, poor decisions.

**Back-stop Support for your Coders**
- Coders can struggle to stay ahead of a never-ending flow of data. Code-Check adds a layer of Quality Control they can’t provide within current resources.

**Actionable Insights, Sustainable Benefit**
- Under-reporting of activity units usually stems from gaps in documentation, procedure or coding. Code-Check identifies these gaps to allow you to redress them for a sustainable benefit.

Enquiries

Enquiries and complimentary code sample analysis [Click here](#) or call Health Roundtable +61 426 001 347

[healthroundtable.org](http://healthroundtable.org) General Enquiries +61 2 8041 1421